The optical and digital implementations of general linear systems are costly. Through several examples we show that either exact realizations or useful approximations of these systems may be implemented in the form of repeated-filtering operations in consecutive fractional Fourier domains. These implementations are much cheaper than direct implementations of general linear systems. Thus we may significantly decrease the implementation costs of general linear systems with little or no decrease in performance by synthesizing them with the proposed repeated-filtering method.
INTRODUCTION
Space and spatial-frequency domains are the special cases of so-called fractional Fourier domains. They correspond to the zeroth and first fractional Fourier domains, respectively. Thus filtering in the space domain is equivalent to filtering in the zeroth fractional domain. Likewise, filtering in the spatial-frequency domain is equivalent to filtering in the first fractional domain. In Refs. 1-4 it is shown that the added degree of freedom afforded by the order parameter a allows improved performance in a variety of signal processing applications. Furthermore, since both the digital 5 and optical [6] [7] [8] [9] implementations of the fractional Fourier transformation do not lead to extra work compared with the conventional Fourier transformation, these improvements come at no cost. Two important applications of filtering in a single fractional Fourier domain are discussed in Refs. 3 and 4. In Ref. 3 optimal Wiener filtering has been generalized to fractional Fourier domains, and in Ref. 4 desired mutual intensity functions for a given input mutual intensity have been synthesized by filtering in fractional Fourier domains. Later, in Ref. 10 , we generalized singlefractional-Fourier-domain filtering to repeated filtering in consecutive fractional Fourier domains and showed that we may obtain a considerable improvement in signal restoration compared with that for single-domain filtering. In Ref. 10 we also compared the repeated-filtering method with the optimum linear estimation method in signal restoration and saw that use of the repeated-filtering method may result in significant computational savings with little or no sacrifice in performance.
Thus, in Ref. 10 , repeated filtering in consecutive fractional Fourier domains has been successfully applied to signal restoration. In this paper we apply the repeatedfiltering method for the synthesis of general linear systems. In other words, we synthesize the linear systems by introducing several multiplicative filters at different consecutive fractional Fourier domains. The configuration is shown in Fig. 1 . Here we apply the first filter in the zeroth fractional domain (the space domain), the second filter in the a 1 th fractional domain, the third filter in the (a 1 ϩ a 2 )th fractional domain, and so on. Our aim is to find the optimal filter profiles in the repeated-filtering configuration in order to approximate a given linear system.
To implement the configuration in Fig. 1 both digitally and optically, we assume that the input and output signals are represented by one-dimensional arrays of size N.
These arrays may also represent ͱN ϫ ͱN images.
Any linear system can be implemented optically with conventional approaches such as matrix-vectormultiplier architectures 11 or multifacet architectures, 12 but these are not space-bandwidth efficient. 13 In other words, to implement a given general linear transformation represented by an N ϫ N matrix, it is necessary to employ an optical system whose space-bandwidth product is N 2 . However, the proposed repeated-filtering configuration provides a space-bandwidth-efficient method in the sense that the space-bandwidth product of the optical system need be only of the order of N. Let us illustrate the concept of space-bandwidth efficiency with an example. Assume that the maximum space-bandwidth product of the optical elements that we are allowed to use is 10,000. With these optical elements, when we apply the inefficient conventional approaches, we can synthesize only the linear systems between input and output arrays of size 100 (or 10 ϫ 10 images). However, again with the same optical elements, when we apply our repeated-filtering method, we can this time synthesize the linear systems between input and output arrays of size 10,000 (or 100 ϫ 100 images). The optical implementation cost of our space-bandwidth-efficient repeated-filtering configuration depends highly on the number of stages used. Here we desire to reduce the cost by synthesizing linear transformation kernels with the use of a moderate number of filters in the repeated-filtering configuration. As phase-only filters are sometimes preferred to those with arbitrary complex amplitudes, we also consider the repeated-filtering problem under this constraint.
In addition to their optical implementations, digital implementations of general linear systems are also costly. To implement a general linear transformation represented by an N ϫ N matrix, we need O(N 2 ) computation time. However, the digital implementation of our repeated-filtering configuration requires O(MN log N) computation time (where M is the number of stages sandwiched between the filters). Thus our digital implementation cost also depends on the number of stages, and we can again reduce the cost if we are able to obtain a good approximation of the given linear system by using a moderate number of filters.
We start the paper by giving a brief introduction to fractional Fourier transformation in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we define the problem of approximating linear systems by using repeated filtering in consecutive domains and show that it can be reduced to a simple canonical form. In this section we also propose an iterative algorithm to obtain the filter profiles in the repeatedfiltering configuration necessary for the synthesis of a desired linear system. Then we modify the iterative algorithm for phase-only filters. Last, in Section 4, we discuss the applications of the repeated-filtering method through several examples.
FRACTIONAL FOURIER TRANSFORMATION
The ath-order fractional Fourier transformation p a (u) of p(u) is defined for 0 Ͻ ͉a͉ Ͻ 2 as
where ϭ a/2. The kernel is defined separately for a ϭ 0 and a ϭ Ϯ2 as B 0 (u, uЈ) ϵ ␦ (u Ϫ uЈ) and
14 The definition is easily extended outside the interval ͓Ϫ2, 2͔ through F 4iϩa q ϭ F a q for any integer i. Both u and uЈ are dimensionless variables.
Some essential properties of the transformation are (1) it is linear, (2) the first-order transformation (a ϭ 1) corresponds to the common Fourier transformation, and (3) it is additive in index (F a 1 F a 2 q ϭ F a 1 ϩa 2 q ). Other properties may be found in Refs. 1, 6, 7, and 14-17.
The fractional Fourier transformation kernel in Eq. (1) has only a single free parameter, its fraction. By allowing for the possibility of a residual quadratic-phase term and a scale factor, we can generalize this kernel as 8, 18 h͑x, xЈ͒ ϭ K exp͑ jx
where ϭ a/2. This kernel maps a function p(x/s) into KЈ exp( j x 2 /R)p a (x/sM), where p a (•) is the ath-order fractional Fourier transformation of p(•) and KЈ is a new constant. In Eq. (2) s is the unit in which x and xЈ are measured, M Ͼ 0 is referred to as the scale factor associated with the transformation, and R is the radius of the spherical surface on which the scaled fractional Fourier transformation is observed. We see from Eq. (2) that the pure mathematical form of the fractional Fourier transformation in Eq. (1) is obtained when s ϭ 1, M ϭ 1, and R ϭ ϱ.
Axially symmetric quadratic-phase optical systems under the standard approximations of Fourier optics 19 are closely related to the fractional Fourier transformation. 8, 18 Thin lenses, arbitrary sections of free space (under the Fresnel approximation), quadratic graded-index media, and any combinations of these belong to the class of quadratic-phase systems. We characterize the members of quadratic-phase systems through 8, [20] [21] [22] [23] 
where K q is a complex constant and ␣, ␤, and ␥ are real constants. Thus, apart from the constant factor K q , which has no effect on the resulting spatial distribution, a member of the class of quadratic-phase systems is completely specified by the three parameters ␣, ␤, and ␥. We deduce the close relationship between the quadraticphase systems and the fractional Fourier transformation by comparing the kernels in Eqs. (2) and (3b). By setting
, and ␥ ϭ cot , we see that these two kernels are equivalent. Thus we conclude that any quadratic-phase system can be interpreted as a fractional Fourier transformer.
Fractional Fourier transformation can be easily realized optically in the same manner as the ordinary Fourier transformation, [6] [7] [8] [9] 24, 25 which has led to many applications in optical signal processing. [6] [7] [8] [9] 15, 16, 24, 26, 27 In Ref. 5 a fast algorithm that calculates the fractional Fourier transformation in O(N log N ) time is also presented. As this transformation is a generalization of the common Fourier transformation, it becomes a natural candidate for improving the results in applications in which the Fourier transformation is widely used. Some of these applications are space-variant filtering and signal detection, [1] [2] [3] 28, 29 time-variant or space-variant multiplex- ing and data compression, 1 correlation, matched filtering, and pattern recognition, 30, 31 
SYNTHESIS OF A DESIRED LINEAR TRANSFORMATION KERNEL
We characterize one-dimensional linear systems through
and, similarly, two-dimensional ones through
where T d (u, uЈ) and T d (u, v, uЈ, vЈ) are the kernels of the one-dimensional and two-dimensional linear systems, respectively. We see from these equations that linear systems are fully characterized by their associated transformation kernels. Thus we will define our problem of linear system synthesis as the synthesis of their associated transformation kernels. We will then show that the problem reduces to a simple canonical form and also introduce the discrete version of this canonical form. Then we will propose a method for the solution of the problem. At the end of this section, we will also consider the repeated-filtering problem with phase-only filters.
A. Mathematical Definition of the Problem
We will first restrict ourselves to one-dimensional systems. The basic filtering configuration has already been depicted in Fig. 1 . As the transformation stages in this figure, we will consider the more general three-parameter definition given in Eq. (2) or, equivalently, the quadraticphase system defined in Eqs. (3) . Filtering in a single quadratic-phase system domain was discussed in Ref. 35 . Let there be M consecutive quadratic-phase systems. We place M ϩ 1 filters such that each quadratic-phase system becomes sandwiched between two filters. The configuration is shown in Fig. 2(a) . In this figure h 1 (u), h 2 (u),..., h Mϩ1 (u) are the filter functions, and Q l (u, uЈ), l ϭ 1,..., M, are the quadratic-phase system kernels defined in Eq. (3b 
As can be seen, T(u, uЈ) has a specific form. We want to choose the filters h 1 (u), h 2 (u),..., h Mϩ1 (u) and the quadratic-phase system parameters ␣ 1 ,
is as close as possible to the desired kernel T d (u, uЈ) . Quantitatively, we will try to minimize the mean-square error (MSE), defined as
Let us now define our repeated-filtering problem in two dimensions. The fractional Fourier transformation can be generalized to two dimensions in two ways. One of them is the separable two-dimensional fractional Fourier transformation, and its kernel can be easily formed as the multiplication of two one-dimensional fractional Fourier transformation kernels. The other definition of the twodimensional fractional Fourier transformation has a nonseparable form, which has been defined in Refs. 36 and 37. However, the form of the most general twodimensional quadratic-phase system includes both cases. Thus we will consider such general quadratic-phase systems, whose kernel is given by (8) where K k is complex and all the remaining parameters (i.e., a k , b k ,..., n k ) are real. The two-dimensional version of the configuration is shown in Fig. 2(b) . This time f out (u, v) is related to f in (uЈ, vЈ) through a linear transformation [as in Eq. (5)] whose kernel is expressed as [As in the one-dimensional case, we also scale the variables of all Q l (x, y, xЈ, yЈ), l ϭ 1, ..., M, with s and obtain the dimensionless variables u, v, uЈ, and vЈ.] The error is now defined as
Again our purpose is to choose the filters and the parameters of the two-dimensional quadratic-phase system kernels in order to minimize this error, provided that T (u, v, uЈ, vЈ) is in the form given in Eq. (9).
B. Reduction of the Problem to Its Canonical Form
Let us first consider the one-dimensional problem. It is possible to show that the configuration in Fig. 2 (a) can be converted to that in Fig. 3 (a) by appropriately choosing the hatted filter functions ĥ 1 (u), ĥ 2 (u),..., ĥ Mϩ1 (u) and the real constant c. Thus we see that it is possible to cast the quadratic-phase-system-based repeated-filtering problems into an equivalent but simpler form involving only ordinary Fourier transforms. A weaker form of this result was stated in Refs. 38 and 39.
Let us now look at the two-dimensional version of the problem. This time it is possible to show that the configuration in Fig. 2 (b) can be converted to that in Fig. 3 (b) by appropriately choosing the hatted filter functions
and the real constants p, r, s, and t. Thus again the quadratic-phase-systembased repeated-filtering problem is reduced to repeated filtering in consecutive ordinary Fourier stages.
The demonstration of these results is straightforward but involves an amount of algebra. Starting with the associated kernel expressions in Eqs. (6) and (9), we see that, by changing the integration variables properly and absorbing the quadratic exponential terms in the filter functions, we can convert these kernel expressions into the ones whose block diagrams are shown in Fig. 3 .
Since fractional Fourier transformations are a special case of quadratic-phase systems, repeated filtering in consecutive fractional Fourier domains can also be reduced to repeated filtering in consecutive conventional Fourier domains (in both one-dimensional and two-dimensional systems). This does not, however, reduce the conceptual and practical importance of the fractional Fourier transformation (or of quadratic-phase systems). First of all, optical and digital implementations of the fractional Fourier transformation (or quadratic-phase systems) are not more difficult than those of the ordinary Fourier transformation. Thus filtering in different domains does not imply extra work. Second, the implementation of necessary filters may be easier at a specific domain. For example, in chirp elimination 1 the filters necessary in fractional domains are simply the mask filters. However, in the space and spatial frequency domains the filters would have to be complex functions. Furthermore, the accuracy needed to implement a filter in one domain may be less than that needed in others. Thus repeated filtering in consecutive fractional Fourier domains may offer better noise redundancy and may be more robust. In conclusion, the equivalence of repeated filtering in any consecutive quadratic-phase system domains should be used to increase the number of possible candidates for a specific physical realization. From now on we will concentrate on the configurations in Fig. 3 and also ignore the scale factor c at the output in Fig. 3(a) , or the parameters p, r, s, and t at the output in Fig. 3 
C. Discretization of the Problem
Let us first look at the one-dimensional repeated-filtering configuration in Fig. 3(a) . We assume that the maximum value for the space-bandwidth products of the signals is N. Then we sample f in (u), f out (u), ĥ 1 (u), ĥ 2 (u),..., ĥ Mϩ1 (u) to obtain the vectors f in , f out , h 1 , h 2 ,..., h Mϩ1 , each of which has N elements, and the matrices T and T d , which have N ϫ N elements. We can now relate f out to f in through
where ⌳ k is an N ϫ N diagonal matrix with its diagonal elements equal to the components of h k and F is an N ϫ N discrete Fourier transformation matrix. Thus, for one-dimensional systems, we can state our repeatedfiltering problem so as to choose the vectors h 1 , h 2 ,..., h Mϩ1 to minimize the error function
This error function is the discrete version of the error function expressed in Eq. (7). The matrix T d corresponds to the kernel of the linear transformation in Eq. (4). Let us now consider the two-dimensional case in Fig.  3(b) . Here we again assume that the maximum value for the space-bandwidth products of the signals is N. Then we sample f in (u, uЈ), f out (u, uЈ), ĥ 1 (u, uЈ), ĥ 2 (u, uЈ),..., ĥ Mϩ1 (u, uЈ) to obtain the corresponding N ϫ N square matrices f in , f out , ĥ 1 , ĥ 2 ,..., ĥ Mϩ1 and Fig. 3 . Canonical forms for (a) the 1D repeated-filtering configuration in Fig. 2(a) , (b) the 2D repeated-filtering configuration in Fig. 2(b) .
the four-dimensional tensors T and T d . Similarly, we now relate f out to f in through
where the four-dimensional tensor T represents the kernel of the linear transformation between the twodimensional input and output signals, F 2D represents the conventional two-dimensional discrete Fourier transformation, and ⌳ k is related to the kth filter through
We define the multiplication of a four-dimensional tensor with a two-dimensional matrix in Eqs. (13) as (15) and the multiplication of two four-dimensional tensors as
Our problem is once again to choose the matrices ĥ 1 , ĥ 2 ,..., ĥ Mϩ1 to minimize the error function
This time the error function corresponds to the discrete version of the error function expressed in Eq. (10). The four-dimensional tensor T d corresponds to the kernel of the linear transformation in Eq. (5).
D. Solution of the Problem
Let us again first consider the one-dimensional case. We see from Eq. (11b) that T depends on the filters in a highly nonlinear manner. Thus we cannot obtain the closed forms of the filter functions that minimize the error expression in Eq. (12) . For this reason we obtain the filters by an iterative algorithm. We first initialize all the filters to some convenient values. Then, starting with the first filter, we assume that all the filter profiles apart from h k are known, and we calculate the optimum value for the kth filter in terms of the remaining filters. We then pass on to the (k ϩ 1)th filter. When we reach k ϭ M ϩ 1 and obtain the optimum profile for h Mϩ1 , we set k ϭ 1 and start again with the first filter. We continue this until the iteration converges. An important step of the algorithm is to calculate the kth filter in terms of the other filters so as to bring T as close to T d as possible. Defining Â and B as
we can rewrite T in Eq. (11b) in the form
We now show how to find the filter h k (whose elements are simply the diagonal elements of ⌳ k ) that minimizes the error e in Eq. (12) . We express the mth component of the kth filter as
Then we differentiate the error with respect to the real and imaginary parts of these components and equate the resulting expressions to zero: If we use the definition of e in Eq. (12), then, after some algebra, these two conditions imply that
In this equation
where the operator corresponds to elementwise multiplication of two matrices, and we get the elements of c through
[In Eqs. (24) and (25), Â H and Â T correspond to the Hermitian transpose and the ordinary transpose of Â , respectively.] Thus, as evident from Eq. (23), we have N linear equations with N unknowns, from which we can solve for the filter coefficients. As a result, given all the filter profiles apart from h k , we know how to obtain the filter h k . Once this subroutine is established, the iteration proceeds as described in the first paragraph of this subsection. The corresponding subroutine for the two-dimensional case is established similarly. Now we define Ã and B as
B ϭ F 2D ⌳ kϪ1 F 2D¯F 2D ⌳ 1 (27) and rewrite T in Eq. (13b) as
After some algebra we then obtain
and we get the elements of ĉ through
[ Ã H is the Hermitian transpose of the four-dimensional 
, we have N 2 linear equations with N 2 unknowns, from which we can solve for the filter coefficients. As a result, given all the filter profiles apart from ĥ k , we know how to obtain the filter ĥ k , and the iteration proceeds as described in the first paragraph of this subsection.
The iterative algorithm that we propose always converges to a minimum point. However, because of the nonlinear nature of the problem, the algorithm may not, and in general will not, converge to the global minimum but rather will converge to a local minimum. In practice, we ran the algorithm for several different initial starting points and chose the run resulting in the smallest MSE. We did not overly concern ourselves with determining the global minimum, since the values that we obtained already represented satisfactory performance figures. Thus our results represent achievable, but not necessarily the best possible, solutions. Better solutions may be obtained by using more sophisticated optimization algorithms.
E. Kernel Synthesis with Repeated Phase-Only Filtering
As phase-only filters are sometimes preferred to those with arbitrary complex amplitudes, we will also consider the repeated-filtering problem under this constraint. More specifically, we will restrict the filters in Fig. 3 to be phase-only filters.
For the solution of the repeated phase-only filtering problem, the discussion of Subsection 3.D applies identically until Eq. (23) . Now, since the filter coefficients are restricted to being phase only, D in that equation reduces to the identity matrix, so that
Once we obtain h k in terms of the other filters by using this equation, we then force it to be a phase-only filter by dividing each of its element by its magnitude, i.e.,
The iteration then proceeds as in the first paragraph of Subsection 3.D. Similarly, in the two-dimensional case ĥ k is obtained as (34) and is forced to be a phase-only filter according to
Note that in the phase-only case there are no equations to be solved, unlike the general case, where N equations in N unknowns were solved for the one-dimensional case and N 2 equations in N 2 unknowns were solved for the two-dimensional case. Thus fewer computations are needed in the phase-only case.
The phase-only case is, of course, less flexible than the general case but may nevertheless be found satisfactory under a variety of circumstances.
APPLICATIONS
We see from Eqs. (4) and (5) that linear systems are completely characterized by their transformation kernels.
The matrix T d or the four-dimensional tensor T d can be considered as the sampled versions of the kernels T d (u, uЈ) and T d (u, v, uЈ, vЈ) , so that the products f out ϭ T d f in and f out ϭ T d f in represent a discrete approximation of the continuous linear systems given in Eqs. (4) and (5) . Alternatively, these products may represent a priori discrete linear systems or simply matrix-vector or tensor-matrix products that we wish to evaluate. Thus we will discuss the applications of our repeated-filtering method from two broad perspectives. One of them is about the implementations of linear systems, and the other is about matrix algebra operations.
A. Implementations of General Linear Systems
In some applications we may want to implement a desired linear system in order to observe a certain effect on the input. However, the optical and digital implementations of general linear systems are costly. If we can obtain satisfactory approximations to a given linear system by using a moderate number of filters in our repeated-filtering configuration, we can considerably reduce the implementation costs. We will consider two examples in which this is possible.
Signal Restoration
Sometimes we may want to restore a desired signal that is degraded by a known system and/or by a noise term. With this aim in mind, we search for an appropriate operator that minimizes the effect of degradation and noise. This operator strongly depends on the observation model, the design criteria used, and the prior knowledge available about the desired signal and noise. We assume a signal observation model of the form
In this equation ȳ , x , and n are the column vectors representing the output, input, and noise processes, respectively, and Ĥ is the matrix characterizing the degradation process. We further assume that the correlation matrices of the signal and the noise are known and that the noise is independent of the signal x and has zero mean. Our aim is to minimize the MSE, defined as
There are now two basic approaches at our disposal.
1. We may restrict the estimate to be of the form
and seek the diagonal matrices ⌳ Mϩ1 , ⌳ M ,..., ⌳ 2 , ⌳ 1 (or the filters h Mϩ1 , h M ,..., h 2 , h 1 ) that minimize the MSE. This approach was proposed in Ref. 10 and was applied to three important degradation models. These were the effect of multiple random-phase plates (which may model surface imperfections in optical systems), atmospheric turbulence, and nonconstant-velocity moving-camera blur. In all of the examples in Ref. 10 , it was seen that when the proposed approach was compared with singledomain filtering methods, significant improvements in performance were obtained with only modest increases in processing time. The method of that paper was also com-pared with the optimum linear estimation method, and it was seen that its use might result in significant computational savings while still yielding acceptable performance.
2. Alternatively, we can first obtain the optimum linear estimation operator that gives the smallest MSE among all linear operators:
x e ϭ Ĝ opt ȳ .
(39) As discussed above, direct implementation of this operator is costly. Here we will consider approximating Ĝ opt with our repeated-filtering configuration. To illustrate this concept, we will approximately synthesize the optimum linear estimation kernel that corresponds to spacevarying atmospheric turbulence for purposes of illustration. The system degradation that corresponds to spacevarying atmospheric turbulence is the result of inhomogeneous statistical properties of the turbulent media. 40 The one-dimensional kernel is given by
where ␣(x) is a function of x characterizing the distribution of the physical parameters in the turbulent atmosphere. It is convenient to employ piecewise-constant approximation. Here we consider seven intervals numbered by k ϭ 1, 2,..., 7 such that ␣(x) ϭ ␣ 0 ϩ ␤ k , where ␣ 0 ϭ 0.1 and ␤ k Ӷ ␣ 0 . We obtain the corresponding optimum linear estimation matrix Ĝ opt and illustrate the performance of our repeated-filtering configuration by using the normalized error e n , defined as
where e is defined in Eq. (12) and T d ϭ Ĝ opt . With N ϭ 128 and initializing all the diagonal matrices in Eq. (11b) to the identity matrix, we obtain the normalizederror values through the iterative algorithm proposed in Section 3. The e n values for the sinusoidal-type input signal (i.e., the desired signal is a sinusoidal whose frequency, phase, and amplitude are random) corrupted with no additive noise are plotted in Fig. 4 for different numbers of filters.
It is important to emphasize that the method that we propose is general and not dependent on any of the specific assumptions made in this problem. Typically, linear restoration, recovery, reconstruction, and many other signal and image processing problems can be thought to consist of two distinct processes. The first of these is to obtain the optimal linear restoration, reconstruction, enhancement, etc., operator. The second is to implement this operator. We deal with this second part of the problem regardless of how and under which assumptions the optimal linear operator to be implemented is obtained. Thus the above example is only one of a large class of applications that may benefit from the method.
Moment Generation
This time we will apply the repeated-filtering configuration for generating the moments of signals. The moments of a signal are important in several signal processing applications such as feature extraction. 40, 41 Let f in (x) у 0 be a real bounded function that is zero outside a finite interval. Without loss of generality it is assumed in Ref. 40 that f in (x) is nonzero only in the interval Ϫ1 Ͻ x Ͻ 1. Then the ith-order moment of f in (x) is defined as
The discrete form of this equation is
where f in is the column vector corresponding to the sampled version of f in (x), the ith row of the matrix T d corresponds to the sampled version of the function x iϪ1 , and the ith element of the vector M is equal to the (i Ϫ 1)th moment of the input signal (i.e., the first element of M is equal to the zeroth moment, the second element of M is equal to the first moment, and so on). Thus all of the moments of f in can be calculated simultaneously by multiplying it with the matrix T d . We will synthesize this matrix with the repeated-filtering method. We again show our results in terms of the normalized error e n defined in Eq. (41) . With N ϭ 128 [and starting the iterative algorithm proposed in Subsection 3.D with all the diagonal matrices in Eq. (11b) initialized to the identity matrix], we obtain the plot in Fig. 5 . In this plot, for example with only two filters, e n ϭ 0.737. This value reduces to 0.038 with four filters, and it further reduces to 0.009 with five filters.
Reduction of the MSE may not always translate into a better output. For this reason, in Fig. 6 we present an illustrative example that helps us to visualize the performance of our repeated-filtering method (which minimizes the MSE) more clearly. In Fig. 6(b) we show the moment space representation (i.e., all 128 moments, starting with the zeroth moment going up to the 127th moment) of the sine function shown in Fig. 6(a) . Then, for this specific moment generation problem, we calculate the optimum (in terms of MSE criteria) single filter and the repeatedfiltering configuration with M ϭ 5 filters and show their approximation for the moment space representation of the sine function in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), respectively. We see from these plots that use of M ϭ 5 filters is clearly superior to use of only one filter, and in some situations the configuration with M ϭ 5 filters can be considered as sufficient for approximating the desired linear system that generates moment space representations of signals.
We can similarly generate the moments of an image. Let f in (x, y) у 0 be a real bounded function that is zero outside a finite region. We assume this time that f in (x, y) is nonzero only in the region defined by Ϫ1 Ͻ x Ͻ 1 and Ϫ1 Ͻ y Ͻ 1. Then the (i, l)th-order moment of f in (x, y) is defined as
Similar to that of the one-dimensional case, the discrete form of this equation is
where f in is the matrix corresponding to the sampled version of f in (x, y), the (i, l)th matrix of the fourdimensional tensor T d corresponds to the sampled version of the function x iϪ1 y lϪ1 , and the (i, l)th element of the vector M is equal to the (i Ϫ 1, l Ϫ 1)th moment of f in . The desired four-dimensional tensor is separable. That is, the elements of T d can be written as the multiplication of the elements of the two matrices T dx and T dy . These matrices are of the same form as that of the matrix appearing in Eq. (43). Thus, once the optimal filter profiles are obtained for the one-dimensional case, those for the two-dimensional case can be immediately synthesized.
Various optical setups for calculating the moments of an image have been suggested. However, these typically calculate only one moment at a time. 41 In other words, to compute, for example, 20 moments of an image, each time we have to modify the setup (i.e., we have to change the spatial filter in the setup accordingly) and repeat the experiment 20 times (or we have to employ 20 different optical setups operating in parallel, or we have to divide the aperture into 20 different channels). However, with our method we can simultaneously calculate the 128 ϫ 128 moments without modifying the setup. Thus the full moment space representation of images is obtained at once. The system consists of a moderate number of stages and requires an optical space-bandwidth product equal to the number of pixels in the image (128 ϫ 128 in the above example). This is in contrast to matrix-vector-multiplier or multifacet-type architectures, which both require optical space-bandwidth products equal to the square of the number of pixels.
B. Matrix Algebra Operations
In Subsection 4.A we assumed that f out ϭ T d f in or f out ϭ T d f in represent the discrete approximations of continuous linear systems. We will now interpret these as representing an a priori discrete linear system or simply a matrix-vector product that we wish to compute. We will again try to obtain satisfactory approximations to the desired matrices or tensors by using a moderate number of filters in our repeated-filtering configuration. Thus we will be able to realize these matrix-vector products more efficiently.
Synthesis of the Hadamard Transformation
The Hadamard transformation is one of the standard unitary transformations in signal processing. Its definition and properties may be found in Ref. 40 . Here we synthesize this transformation with our repeated-filtering method, and for N ϭ 128 we find the normalized error e n in Eq. (41) to be 0.01 with five filters. [We obtain this value through the iterative algorithm when the diagonal matrices in Eq. (11b) are initialized to the identity matrix.]
When we restrict ourselves to phase-only filters, we obtain e n ϭ 0.214 with seven filters and e n ϭ 0.028 with 11 filters. We further decrease e n to 0.005 with 15 filters. This shows that if we do not restrict the filter type, the same error can be achieved with a smaller number of filters. The cost of the repeated-filtering configuration depends on both the filter type and the number of filters used. Given the relevant cost functions, one can determine whether a smaller number of arbitrary filters or a relatively larger number of phase-only filters results in overall less cost.
It may have been possible to come up with an optical setup with a comparable or even a fewer number of stages through ingenuity and invention. Our approach provides, on the other hand, a systematic way of obtaining such an implementation. This would be of great utility, especially in those cases where the structure of the transformation matrix is not simple, or even when we are confronted with a matrix supplied in numerical form for which no easily discernible structure is apparent.
Synthesis of Optical Interconnection Architectures
Here we will consider the problem of realizing one-to-one interconnection patterns between N input and N output channels 13, 42 and will try to implement these interconnection patterns with repeated phase-only filtering. There are many different ways of achieving this aim. Some of these have been compared in Refs. 13 and 42, and the conclusion is reached that the multistage architectures based on regular patterns such as the perfect shuffle or the Banyan are most favorable. The repeated-filtering-based approach that we will discuss is essentially analogous to multistage architectures. However, not only does our method provide a systematic way of designing such systems, but the implementation of such systems may be more convenient and/or cheaper, since the present approach is based on the use of conventional spatial filters rather than micro-optical elements.
Any one-to-one interconnection architecture between N input and N output channels is characterized by its associated N ϫ N permutation matrix. In such a matrix every row and column has only one nonzero element, which is equal to unity. We synthesize the interconnection architectures by synthesizing their associated permutation matrices.
First, we consider the reverse perfect shuffle architecture shown in Fig. 7 . We find that this interconnection pattern can be synthesized exactly (e n ϭ 0) by using six phase-only filters in five consecutive domains. [The coefficients of the filters in Eq. (11b) were initialized to exp( j/25).] We have also considered a large number of interconnection patterns that do not exhibit any obvious regularity. In all cases these patterns could be realized with a moderate number of filters. (We do not explicitly include specific examples of these, to avoid taking up space by specifying the interconnection pattern.) Conventional multistage permutation network architectures can realize arbitrary permutations in O(log N) stages. Extensive numerical experimentation on many different arbitrary permutation matrices indicates that the proposed method is also able to realize these in a similar number of stages. Although it is not difficult to achieve T ϭ T d with a moderate number of stages, in most cases it is possible to get away with an even smaller number of stages, since, as a result of the digital nature of such systems, a considerable deviation of T from T d can be tolerated while still retaining an acceptable eye pattern.
Let us also consider the two-dimensional case. In the event that the four-dimensional tensor mapping the input to the output is separable, the elements of T d can be written as the multiplication of the elements of the two matrices T dx and T dy [i.e., (T d ) uvlm ϭ (T dx ) ul (T dy ) vm for all u, v, l, and m]. In this case the matrices T dx and T dy correspond to the N ϫ N matrices appearing in the onedimensional case, and the two-dimensional mapping can be realized in a relatively straightforward manner. Instead of the separable case, we have considered the direct implementation of the more general nonseparable case. For the sake of illustration, we assume a nonseparable mapping, shown in Fig. 8 . This time e in Eq. (41) corresponds to the one defined in Eq. (17), and T d stands for the four-dimensional kernel of the interconnection architecture in Fig. 8 . In this example seven phase-only filters were sufficient to obtain an exact representation (e n ϭ 0). [The coefficients of the filters in Eq. (13b) were initialized to unity.] If one is willing to tolerate greater errors, the number of filters needed may be reduced.
DISCUSSION
In Section 4 we interpreted the discrete equations f out ϭ T d f in and f out ϭ T d f in in two different ways. However, these interpretations are not different from each other. Any matrix or tensor in matrix algebra can be considered as representing the kernel of a linear system, Fig. 7 . Reverse perfect shuffle interconnection architecture. Fig. 8 . 64 points are mapped to 64 points. The points lying in the first quadrant are mapped to the points in the third quadrant, which are symmetric to them with respect to the origin. The points lying in the fourth quadrant are similarly mapped to points in the second quadrant. However, the points lying in the second quadrant are mapped to points in the first quadrant, which are symmetric to them with respect to the y axis. The points in the third quadrant are likewise mapped to the fourth quadrant.
and any discrete form of the kernel of a linear system can be interpreted as a specific matrix or tensor in matrix algebra.
In this paper what we essentially did was to synthesize a given matrix or a four-dimensional tensor with our repeated-filtering method. The synthesized matrices or tensors may find applications in both linear system implementations and matrix algebra operations. We have tried to obtain satisfactory approximations to the desired matrices or tensors by using a moderate number of filters in our repeated-filtering configuration. Thus we were able to implement more efficiently either the linear systems corresponding to these matrices or tensors, or the matrix-vector multiplications. The examples that we presented should be considered merely as illustrations; doubtless the method can be applied to a wide range of situations.
While implementing the repeated-filtering configuration optically, apart from the efficient realization of the desired system, we also have to take into account the limitations associated with the practical realization of several optical fractional Fourier filters. The cumulative effects of diffraction, scattering, and attenuation will ultimately limit the possible number of stages. It is for this reason that we have emphasized systems involving only moderate numbers of stages in our numerical examples, although from an algorithmic viewpoint the method is applicable for larger values of M as well. In a digital implementation of the repeated-filtering configuration, we do not have such restrictions.
The cost of the system, either digital or optical, increases with the number of stages. On the other hand, a greater number of filters allows a better approximation to the desired linear system or matrix. This is the basic performance-cost trade-off in repeated filtering. The plots in Figs. 4 and 5 can also be interpreted as typical performance-cost trade-off figures. We can choose the most attractive performance-cost point on the curve by selecting the number of stages appropriately. For instance, the intrinsic accuracy of analog optical systems is limited to approximately a dynamic range of 100 or so. Given this accuracy, it is pointless to try to implement the desired linear system by using a scheme that could in principle accommodate much greater accuracies (such as a conventional matrix-vector-multiplier architecture). Furthermore, when we are implementing digital optical interconnection architectures, even greater inaccuracies can be tolerated while still maintaining an acceptable eye pattern. Thus the proposed method allows one to reduce the cost of implementing such systems.
Naturally, the number of filters required to attain a given accuracy will be smaller for matrices or tensors exhibiting greater regularity or more subtle forms of intrinsic structure. The regularity or the structure inherent in a matrix may be exploited on a case-by-case basis through ingenuity or invention. Most fast algorithms are obtained in this manner. In contrast, our method provides a systematic way of obtaining an efficient implementation that does not require ingenuity on a case-by-case basis. This approach would be especially useful when the regularity or the structure of the matrix is not expressed symbolically or when we are presented with a specific matrix in numerical form that does not have any evident regularity or structure.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have formulated the problem of approximating linear systems by using repeated filtering in consecutive domains. The utility of the method is illustrated by several examples.
In the first example we restore signals degraded by space-variant turbulence by synthesizing the corresponding optimum linear estimator with our repeated-filtering method. In the second example we propose an efficient way of generating the moments of signals. In the third one we synthesize the Hadamard transformation, and, finally, in the fourth example we consider the implementation of optical permutation architectures.
In all of the examples, we saw that we could obtain useful approximations of the desired linear transformations with our repeated-filtering configuration by using a moderate number of filters. The cost of implementing these systems (optically or digitally) is much less than the cost of implementing general linear systems. We also saw that excellent approximations are also possible with phase-only filters.
The basic method proposed can be applied to many different applications where one seeks to efficiently realize a linear system or a matrix-vector product. If the matrix or the tensor at hand has some kind of intrinsic structure, we may obtain better approximations with a smaller number of filters. In such cases computing the matrixvector product digitally in O(N 2 ) time or realizing it with a conventional matrix-vector-product architecture requiring the space-bandwidth product N 2 is clearly inefficient. This is one case where the proposed repeatedfiltering method would be useful, allowing one to exploit the intrinsic structure as much as possible in a systematic manner.
A distinct circumstance in which the method may be beneficial, even when such an intrinsic structure does not exist, is that in which we wish to compute the matrixvector product or realize the linear system with limited accuracy. This may be the case when some other component or stage of the overall system limits the accuracy to a lower value anyway, when we are transmitting digital signals, or simply when the application demands limited accuracy.
If the approximation obtained with a given number of filters is not sufficient, we must increase the number of filters to obtain a better approximation. Thus the proposed method allows us to trade off efficiency and accuracy.
